
2016 General Conference Willingness to Serve  Clergy member 

 
Name: Russ Abel  
 
Preferred mailing address:  11213 Tall Oak Run 
 
City:  Fort Wayne Zip:  46845 
 
email:  rabel@stjoemin.com  
 
Contact Phone:  260-466-7418 
 
Church:  Saint Joseph 
 
District:  Northeast District 
 
Yes I have read and agree to the Commitment I make as a Delegate as stated above. 

Yes I have read and accept the Christian Conferencing Guidelines listed above. 

Reasons for wanting to be a delegate: 
 
I have been honored and blessed to serve in United Methodist Churches for more than 20 years. Our 
church’s understanding of grace and responsibility is a message the world needs desperately. One of 
the gifts that has been part of my ministry is the ability to bring people of differing viewpoints together 
for healthy, faithful dialogue, which is a gift that is needed at every level of the church. I am also 
committed to the United Methodist Church and believe there is a faithful path forward we can discover 
together. General Conference has the potential to reinforce healing and hope. 
 
Areas crucial to the United Methodist Church’s mission: 
 
1. “Jesus-first” lives. To fulfill the Mission we must keep Jesus as the center of all we do. Spiritual 
formation, Christian action, service, witnessing - all based in and celebrating, Jesus and consistent with 
His teachings. 2. We must understand and practice missional ministry. We can no longer be, solely, 
a”come to us” church, but an incarnational presence meeting people where they are. 3. Encouraging 
and empowering the church to move forward guided by Love. Love then becomes the ethic by which 
we live and through which we converse. It becomes our common ground. Love, definitively revealed in 
Jesus Christ in the scriptures. 
 
Issues emerging from those areas you stated above: 
1. “Jesus-first” thinking and practice is a call to continue to preach, live and share grace. We are Jesus 
followers; that should be clear. 2. By placing less value on structures, physical/organizational, and more 
value on the church’s mission, we will be able to celebrate where and among whom God is most clearly 
moving. This allows for letting go of what has passed and embrace what is coming. 3. By holding love 
as the guiding ethic of our lives, we enter the difficult conversations of our time in a different way. We 
seek common ground, where possible, and accept different views when necessary. 

Notes:   
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